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Tarot for Manifestation
By James Wells

Gone are the days of the Tarot as a simple fortune-telling device. James Wells’ new book, Tarot
for Manifestation shows the reader how to use the mythic cards as a basis for conscious creation
and shows the ways in which the Tarot can act as an agent of action in one’s own life. Tarot for
Manifestation will teach you to stimulate your creativity, manifest your destiny and help design
your life and your being into exactly what you always dreamed they could be.
“The only thing that limits the use of Tarot is lack of imagination.” – James Wells
Manifestation is the science and art of making something real. Using the imagery of the Tarot to
help you and your inner self manifest more clearly, Wells’ five processes use the visual
symbolism that the Tarot deck contains to help you gain insight and real understanding as you
endeavor to shape your life.
“I appreciate my co-creative experience with Tarot Media Company. Their respect for my text
and their generosity with time and ideas have been extraordinary” stated Wells. Replied
Anastasia Haysler, Tarot Media Company President, "James is a delight to work with - smart,
talented, organized, and with a compelling approach to Tarot one doesn't find with most books."
Tarot for Manifestation provides an innovative and open interpretation to the Tarot, allowing for
more freedom of observation and perception as you follow this guide to using the Tarot as a tool
to see and manifest your desires with energy and spiritual intuitiveness.
“Tarot for Manifestation by James Wells takes Tarot to the next level. The cards become personal
tools for getting things done, practically and efficiently. This is applied meaning at its best –
discovering specific actions for turning desire into reality. Learn how image can become 'imagic'.
Your life will never be the same once you’ve tried the fun and creative processes in this book.”
~ Mary K. Greer, author of Who Are You in the Tarot?. Tarot for Yourself, and 21 Ways to Read a
Tarot Card
A versatile how-to, Tarot for Manifestation offers five methods of Tarot working to help you
manifest your goals and live your dreams. The text includes full explanations of the spreads,
practical applications and is beautifully illustrated with real-life examples from his client work.
About James Wells:
JAMES WELLS is a Toronto-based motivational listener, consultant, teacher, and facilitator
dedicated to merging soul and strategy. From childhood, he has been curious about what makes
people and the Universe tick. Through tools and processes such as circle methodology, Tarot,
reiki, and journal writing, James and his clients and students are inspired to remember their
creativity, resourcefulness, and wholeness.

About Tarot Media Company:
Tarot Media Company provides mainstream production and distribution of works by Tarot
authors, artists, and scholars. By managing the business of Tarot for our authors and artists, we
provide them with an opportunity to send their work out into the world and to receive a fair and
reasonable return for their creative efforts. By not having to manage the business of Tarot, they
are able to concentrate on their writing, art, and scholarship, furthering the quality of Tarot
resources available to everyone interested in the subject.
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